
Basic Functions and  Application Scope of  Products 
This product is a constant temperature and heat preservation method, suitable for 

providing heat preservation function for cooked food: this product is commercial,not 

for civilian use.It's not lighting, it can only be used as food insulation for commercial 

hotel restaurants. 

Usage method  

1. Before using,please check whether the voltage of your power supply matches the 

voltage on the product nameplate and has a reliable grounding wire. 

2. Plug in the plug to connect the power supply and turn on the power switch 

installed on the product to start working.When the product is working. Please do not 

touch the lampshade(including the connecting parts near the lampshade) with the 

surface of the cutting table at the bottom ofthe stainless steel insulation station To 

avoid burns. 

3. When not in use, please unplug the power plug. (Please do not touch the 

lampshade and the fittings connecting the lampshade within 30 minutes after power 

failure) 

4. Switch schematic diagram (switch position depends onproduct) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

❶  Bulb Power Regulating Switch     ❷  Cutting table temperature control switch  

❸  Temperature Controlled Switch Indicator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

❶  Bulb switch 



❸ clean  

 

Please use soft wet cloth, Do not immerse the product in water or rinse it with  

water when cleaning. otherwise it will cause damage to the product  

Bad and unnecessary property losses and casualties 

 

 

❹ Special attention 

1. If the sign is ignored and the wrong operation is  

  carried out, it may lead to fire and casualties. 

2. Prohibit other heating methods under heat 

preservation lamp 

3. It is forbidden to immerse the product in water or rinse it with water. 

 

 

❺ Repair 

If the product fails to work properly under normal use and maintenance conditions, 

free warranty shall be provided within six months from the date of sale.The scope of 

warranty does not include appearance, but is limited to the replacement and 

maintenance of internal electrical components. Please send it to the authorized 

maintenance point or directly authorized by our company Connect with your 

purchaser, prohibit self-repair, self-repair caused harm, the company is not 

responsible, this product parts and components (including power lines) of products 

shall not be replaced by non-professional personnel. 


